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Article Body:
<p>If you want to write a first letter to a lady you should make it almost perfect! In this wa
<p>If you follow our warning tips and instructions, based on many years of experience, you’ll
<p><b>Instructions.</b></p>
<b>¯ STEP 1:</b> Be friendly and polite. You should use friendly and polite words in your lett
<br>
<b>¯ STEP 2:</b> Keep your tone upbeat. Your letter should reflect your great mood and optimis
<br>
<b>¯ STEP 3:</b> Share information about yourself that you think others will find interesting.
<br>
<b>¯ STEP 4:</b> Tell the person who you are and what you are about. It will be better if you
<br>- My best friend describes me as...
<br>- I’m happiest when I’m...
<br>- Here’s what you’d find if you looked around my place...
<br>- A great day in my life would include...
<br>- The last great book I read was...
<br>- The last great movie I saw in a cinema was...
<br>- My favorite season is...
<br>- The color I wear most is...
<br>- If you asked me what I’m wearing, I’d say...
<br>- My favorite on-screen love scene is...
<br>- The music that moves me most is...
<br>- This morning in my car I was listening to...
<br>- Last Saturday night I...
<br>- The last vacation I went on was...
<br>- The most adventurous thing I’ve ever done was...
<br>- I’m happiest when I’m with someone who...
<br>
<b>¯ STEP 5:</b> Include information about your age, education and career. In accordance with
<br>
<b>¯ STEP 6:</b> You can tell about pets, favourite books, hobbies, children or anything else
<br>
<b>¯ STEP 7:</b> Don’t talk about some debatable topics. Not in a first letter. Debates and ar
<br>
<b>¯ STEP 8:</b> Try not to overload the reader with too much information. Revealing a little
<br>
<b>¯ STEP 9:</b> Ask your future <a href=http://www.oksanalove.com>Russian bride</a> questions
<br>
<b>¯ STEP 10:</b> Let your personality show by your choice of words and the descriptions you u
<p><b>Tips & Warnings.</b></p>
<br>
<b>¯ </b>Remember not to share too much too soon. You should wait until she knows you before y
<br>
<b>¯ </b>Use careful judgment when deciding how much information to share with a stranger. Alw
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